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Access Control 
Access control is fundamental to Information security.  Access control supports the three 


security tenets of Confidentiality, Integrity and Accessibility of information assets. There 


are two broad categories of access control we are going to discuss: Computer system 


access control and physical access control.  


 


Computer system access control covers the mechanisms that are used to control access to 


information assets stored on computer systems. Physical access control covers 


mechanisms that control access to rooms, buildings and other containers that are used to 


physically store information assets. 


 


 


Computer System Access Control 
Now that we have differentiated between physical and computer access control we will 


use the term access control to refer to the respective area we are discussing, which in this 


section is computer system access.  


 


Access control is fundamental to computer security. In some very trusted environments 


where there is “no fear” of malicious destruction of information the following example 


may be a workable model. For example, you have a home PC. Everyone in your house 


shares the use of one account. This is effectively allowing everyone the same access to all 


the files, programs, services available to that account. While this may work on a trust 


level there is still the risk of accidental information lost. Perhaps one party worked for 


hours writing a paper or doing their homework and another party comes along and 


inadvertently creates a file of the same name, or they accidentally delete the file. 


 


In some work environments there are shared accounts that are used to log orders, check 


out customers, create customer accounts and perform other operations. With multiple 


people accessing one account there is no firm record of what individual did what. You 


may be able to loosely correlate who was working at a given time, but if there is an 


absolute requirement to align who did what there is no way to do that with shared 


accounts.  Shared accounts allow users to repudiate their actions. 


 


If there is no control over who has access to information assets the potential for 


information free-for-all exists. Anyone can access anything. Anyone can read, modify, 


and delete information owned by anyone else. Access control protects against malicious 


and accidental information lost.  


 


Some form of access control is required in information systems. In most systems there 


are several levels of access control which supports the principle of defense in depth. 








 


 


Access Control 
Access control is fundamental to a secure information processing infrastructure. Access 


control concepts are implemented redundantly throughout an information infrastructure. 


This is consistent with the principle of security in depth. Access control mechanisms are 


implemented in the operating system, applications, routers, firewalls, databases and 


storage systems to name a few of the places. 


 


There are four major parts to an access control system: 


1. Authentication: determining that a user is who they say they are.  
2. Authorization: granting access to a resource based on the authenticated identity of 


a user. 


3. Auditing: recording any access to a protected resource to provide a history of 
access to it. 


4. Policies and Procedures: documentation of all access control policies and 
procedures.  


 


 


Users and Processes 


When we discuss access control or other mechanisms that occur within the operation of a 


computer system we tend to talk about users. “A user has access to…”, “the user 


deleted…”, “the user logged into …”. 


 


In some cases the term user is appropriate, but in many cases the access that is being 


controlled is a process that is performing some operation on behalf of a user. A user is a 


person in the flesh, a breathing person like you or me. A process is a computer program 


that is in an operating state. It is loaded and executing in memory performing some 


operation on behalf of a user. The concept is easiest to describe with an example. 


 


A user logs into their system using their account identification or credentials information. 


In this example the information consists of a username and password. The user is the 


person that is associated with an account. In general terms the following is happening: 


 a user logs into a system through a login process.  


 the login process accepts a user name and password  


 the login process checks credentials entered by the user to determine if they are 
valid (attempts to authenticate) 


 if the credentials are valid a new process is created for the authenticated user 


 if the credentials are not valid the log in is rejected and the login procedure waits 
for another request to start the process over again 


 


It is worthwhile to understand the difference between a user and a process. We don’t 


want to complicate the language we use when we are relying on an intuitive 


understanding of what we mean by user. But in many cases it is worthwhile and even 


necessary to differentiate between the two.  


 








 


 Definitions:  


Authentication – the action of verifying if the token(s) presented by the 


user for logging on the system are valid. For example, checking if the user 


name and password are valid is performing authentication. If the user 


tokens are validated the user is said to be authenticated to the system. 


 


Credentials – whatever tokens are used for authentication. For example, 


the user name and password are considered the user credentials.  
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